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Dunk an orange into liquid oxygen, then drop it on the 
floor and it will shatter like glass. A vital component of 

missile propulsion, liquid oxygen is so cold that it 

crystallizes many materials on contact, and weakens 

some metals used for normal liquid storage vessels. 

But because industry and national defense are using 
more and more liquefied gases at hundreds of degrees 

below zero, there was need for a constructional alloy 

steel that would stay strong and tough at extremely low 

temperatures. United States Steel helped determine the 

suitability of a remarkable steel for such application. 
A cure for uncommon cold _ ''s c2!ed 9% Nickel steel and it can be used for pres- 

sure vessels that hold liquefied gas as cold as —320°F. 

The unique combination of properties of this alloy steel 

makes it particularly suitable for cryogenic use. 

This is just one example of U. S. Steel’s continuing 

program to develop new and better steels—that’s what 
makes the work of U. S. Steel engineers so stimulating. 
Be sure to register with your placement director. For 

information about the many career opportunities at 

United States Steel, including financial analysis and 

sales, write to U. S. Steel Personnel Division, Room 
2301, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsyl- 

vania. U. S. Steel is an equal opportunity employer. 
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Garrett’s Life Support System Sustains 
: ’ ° ° 

America’s First Orbital Astronaut 

Garrett has provided the environmental system temperature and humidity to comfortable levels 
vital to the space flights of the NASA-McDonnell within the pressure suit. In addition, the system 
Project Mercury capsule. This 89 lb system cools electronic equipment within the capsule. 
controls gaseous composition, temperature and Garrett also designs, develops and manufac- 
pressure within the capsule for both suborbital tures many other major systems and components 
and orbital flight. for aircraft, space and industry. 

The system automatically maintains an oxygen For further information about other interesting 
atmosphere within a specified pressure range in _ projects and career opportunities with The Garrett 
suit and cabin circuits during all phases of flight. Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley in Los 
It also removes carbon dioxide, water and solid Angeles. 
particles from the oxygen, and controls the Garrett is an “equal opportunity” employer. 

THE GARRETT CORPORATION divisions and subsidiaries: AiResearch Manufacturing 

Divisions + Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona » Airsupply-Aero Engineering 

Garrett Supply « Air Cruisers « AiResearch Industrial «+ Garrett Manufacturing Limited 

AiResearch Aviation Service * Garrett International S.A. « Garrett (Japan) Limited 
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Electromagnetic Radiation ....................page 8 

Defining The Space Environment ..............page 12 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded in 1896 
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THIS MONTH’S COVER 

This is an artist's concept of the “Martian Explorer,” 

fourth mission of the Boeing Company’s PARSECS pro- 

gram, or Program for Astronomical Research and Scien- 

tific Experiments Concerning Space. The Explorer would 

be constructed at a station orbiting Earth and would be 

launched toward the planet Mars to observe the surface 

of that planet and transmit pictures and data to Earth. 

—Boeing Airplane Company Photo. 

PS SS a eee) 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE | 

$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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= You are manager of engineering in an industrial | 

| a organization. You have six engineering groups re- 

(a \ porting to you. One of these groups is concerned 

| wy with development work and has been supervised by | 

a a competent, imaginative engineer, Smith, for a 
number of years. This man’s value is high, but lies | 

<S primarily in his engineering abilities since he is 

NS just an adequate administrator. A second, much 

| larger group, is concerned with application engi- | 
neering. This group is supervised by a younger en- 

| {J gineer, Jones, who has good administrative abilities | 
oD) rat, £& but is just an average “technical” man. It has been 

“Ee decided that your work effectiveness can be im- 

| . proved by merging these two groups into one group. | 

~) & A Smith is the son of a principal stockholder of the 
| po Se. Leesc\) company. How would you handle this merger and | 

the personnel involved?* 

Led 

At Wisconsin Electric Power Company engineers play prominent roles in management 

as well as in technical fields. We maintain a policy of promotion from within. This 

assures that your talents and efforts will be rewarded by increasingly challenging work. 

We also will help encourage and develop your ability to take on supervisory responsi- 

bilities. 

Our executives are recognized as leaders in their respective fields. All are prod- 
ucts of our regular promotional system. The opportunity to work with and learn from 

such men is probably the most important of all the long term advantages of employ- 

ment with us. Salary growth is based on personal merit — lets you progress accord- 
ing to your own abilities. 

“y 
' 

We don't plan to tell you how to run your company. This decision ! 

is up to you. But this kind of problem can come up in any company 1 

| and you might be elected to solve it. If you would like more informa- 1 
tion about our engineering opportunities write to D. C. Cowie, Employ- i 

ment and Placement Division, 231 W. Michigan St., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 1 
1 
1! 

ara rn a ro i reir erro 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY A 
S ZN 

YSTES CXeX> L\ 
Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. N 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. APPLETON, WIS. RACINE, WIS. , 
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. : The dream lasts...with stainless steel 

Now the new look of any dream house can be protected . . . if You will be interested in the a é . . 3 5 career opportunities available stainless steel is used in the right places. Gutters, downspouts and flashing will with Union Carbide in carbons, 1 < . D d-wind iedent tik chemicals, gases, metals, plas- never cause ugly corrosion stains. Doors and windows won’t dent, warp, stic tics, and nuclearenergy. Why not 
or rust. And the strength of stainless steel makes possible screening so fine look over our literature in vour 

placement office? For further in- 
you hardly know it’s there. formation write for Booklet VV, 

Union Carbide Corporation, 270 
é 7 Park Avenue, New York 17, Many other things stand up against the weather too—such as lawn New York. (Please mention your 

furniture, barbecues and garden tools. And inside the house, stainless steel career field.) 
brings the same carefree beauty to kitchens. 

The lifetime quality of stainless steel comes from chromium —one UN ION / 
of many essential alloying metals developed by Union Carbide. In the basic CAR BIDE 

. : oe fields of metals, as well as carbons, chemicals, gases, plastics and nuclear 

energy, research by the people of Union Carbide will continue to help bring ahand 
forth more useful products for today’s living. in things to come 
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ye BM CHARLES F. PETERS —— 

After forty-five years of dedicated work to the field of Welding 

and the University of Wisconsin, Mr. Charlie Peters is retiring. Mr. 

Peters came to the University in 1916, to teach Blacksmithing and 

Welding. Nearly thirty years ago the subject of Blacksmithing was 

removed from the Curriculum and thereafter Charlie devoted full 

time to the teaching of Welding. 

No one knows how many students Mr. Peters has taught Welding 

to in the past forty-five years but it will run into several thousands. 

Many well-known engineers stop by the Welding Laboratory each 

year to renew their acquaintance with a teacher they give credit to 

for helping to make their engineering career a success. Mr. Peters has 

taught Welding to students from all Engineering Colleges at the Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin as well as the Agriculture College. 

His outside interests have included most of Wisconsin’s varsity 

sports. He is an ardent football fan and never misses a basketball 

game. 

As a charter member of The American Welding Society he has 

missed only one meeting since its beginning in 1954. 

We of the The Wisconsin Engineer would like to thank him for 

his contributions to the University and to wish him the best of luck 

in the future. 
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With The 

Edit 

April means many things to many people but to your editor it 
has special significance. Specifically it is one month from graduation, 
time for yours truly to hand over his position to next year’s editor and 
also time to reflect over the past school year. 

The job of putting out a magazine every months gets to be a drag 
at times but issues like our December one gives me a lift just as much 
as I hope it does you. I could apologize for not following up with 
something as nice or better but I am sure you can understand that 
that would be quite a task. Incidentally that issue was a sell out. 

Looking back over my college career I am glad that I decided to 
work on the The Wisconsin Engineer. The experience I have gained 
is something that can only be obtained thru participation in an extra- 
curricular activity. This experience consists of meeting and working 

with others at a near professional level. Though such an observation 
may sound trivial to many of you underclassman I am sure that many 
of my fellow graduating seniors will vouch for its importance. 

Participation in an engineering society, fraternity or publication 

gives you the opportunity to develop leadership abilities and to gain 
valuable experience in working with others. This sort of participation 
may comprise the only real asset you have upon which a college 
recruiter can judge your qualities of leadership. Don’t underestimate 
the importance of outside activities. 

I would also like to introduce next year’s co-editors: David Cress 

and Gerald Twentyman. I would also like to thank my staff, Professor 

Sell, and everyone else who has contributed to the magazine.— 
Rocer NEHRBASS. 
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When a Wave and When a Particle 

by R. W. Gerber 

LECTROMAGNETIC  radia- Particle Nature and Wave Nature photons, are traveling at the speed 
| tion behaves sometimes as An ordinary electric circuit prob- of light with an energy hy, where 

though it is a group of waves . : h is Planck’s constant and y is the 
. lem and the Compton effect offer . : i 

and sometimes as though it is a Ai ccuccmel frequency associated with the 
: : as illustrations of the wave nature and i : 5 

stream of particles, Since these two : : - beam. The interaction between a 
: | : the particle nature, respectively, of P 

modes of behavior are explained by é as photon and an electron in the scat- 
. “ : : electromagnetic radiation. An ac “e eye 

two quite different theories, Max- éleage: bs applied a length of tering material is then treated as a 
well’s electromagnetic wave theory wee 7 app a i neu. o two body problem in relativistic 
for wave behavior and classical me- wes 8S oe an ae ( i” é mechanics. From the conservation 
chanics theory for particle behavior, Maxwell $ equations ‘descr ibe of energy and momentum theorems, 
the problem arises of when to con- continuously oscillating electric the wavelength of the scattered 
sider the wave nature and when to field in the wire which accelerates yadiation is 
consider the particle nature. Quan- and deaccelerates the electrons, h 

tum mechanics solves this problem creating an ac current. For the do = Ay + ine (1 — cos») 
by considering the notions of a par- Compton effect, in fig. (2), a beam See fig. (2) 
ticle and a wave simultaneously in of hard, monochromatic x-rays is 

a theory of the radiation field and directed on a scattering material of which agrees completely with ex- 
concludes that it is the discontin- low atomic number, such as car- periment. Furthermore, it is found 
uous distribution of energy in the bon. Experimental evidence shows that the recoil electron and the 
field and the uncertainty of the mo- that the beam does not behave ac- scattered photon were created at 
tion of particles of matter that is cording to wave theory, but instead the same time. These two experi- 
responsible for the two modes of that it can be considered as a rain mental facts demonstrate strikingly 
behavior. of particles, These particles, called the particle nature of the radiation. 

electron 

6 P= —E é 

& length of wire 

| time — 

Eos > 
1 wavelength Y 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1.—Wave treatment of current in a wire. (a) an ac voltage sets up a continuously oscillating electric field. (b) An elec- 

tron is subject to a force, F —-ee, creating an ac current. 
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electra 

proton uw 
Beam of hard ce 
monochromatic O——— —>@ 4 
x-rays we? 

\ 

N= Ao ‘Db 
Scattering material © 
of low atomic ee Oy 

number M5 
4. \2s8 2 Xe) 

\ 

4 

r 

awe 
Fig. 2.—Compton Effect—the treatment of a beam of x-rays as a stream of photons. S cS 

‘ 

< 
i=] Electromagnetic Radiation in a particle exactly. Instead, all that rv 

Quantum Mechanics can be said is that the momentum Ss, 

Quantum mechanics resolves the ie bee two limits me and p,, 
two apparently conflicting proper- WT@ AP = Pi — Pz. The uncer- ic ave as a particle ; 
ties of electromagnetic radiation by _ tainty principle thus limits the pre- photon aa Te pele 
considering the radiation as a Cision with which p and x can be pa pe he a “e my he off ‘ 
steam of photons accompanied by measured simultaneously—the oak a ao oectron. b oe . ect 
a wave. Whenever energy is ex- More certain that p is determined, , the collision ns not be detected 
hanged between the radiation field. the more uncertain that x becomes. y experiment, the concept of a 

changed. Detween the radiation ne collision between two particles has 
and matter, it is exchanged discon- Criteria For Wave and Particle lost all meaning. Thus if the pho- 
eet a ah ae ee which f Behavior ton is to behave as a particle 
called the oton. ie energy 0 . crn the photon e given by h whose The concepts of discontinuity and P,>>AP, 
. we ve + uncertainty lead directly to the h Hi is the frequency given by the old oe sae 
wave theory as contained in Max-  CTiteria for deciding when the par- X 7 Geax a eos a ticle nature of electromagnetic ra- 
vet SE etalon presence of y diation becomes important and AS <Ax (2) 

herent connection between the dis- when the wave nature prevails. In For clear cut particle behavior, the 
continuous concept of the photon this Paper the uncertainty principle wavelength of the radiation is and continuous concept of the as it applies to radiation is ignored, shorten than the dimensions of the 
wave. In quantum mechanics this  S'7° only ia application to ona region in which the particle is sup- 
connection is provided through the s era cs Cee the posed to be located. 
wave which accompanies the pho- _ ¢T!terla. For simplicity the electron On the other hand when 
ton. The wave is essentially a prob- —*S chosen as the representative: par- R<<a 
ability function, whose magnitude ticle of matter, although the discus- , Be 
at a given point gives the probabil. “10? applies a th particle. . fi only the statistical behavior of 
ity that the photon exists at that : From eq. (1) Petes. ot many photons is important, Instead 
point. Heisenberg incorporates the ia Oe QE GENE ACeeON 28) of undergoing discontinuous 
concept of probability in his uncer- east as large as changes in momentum, the elec- | 
tainty principle Ap. = h tron appears to be accelerated con- 

h © QA tinuously, as though it is reacting 
ApAx = =— 1 . ‘ é all’s fie tors. Fr ApAx Qa Ch The momentum of the photon is E pieewl s field vectors. For wave 

viven by eNavior 

For a general particle in nature, & hy _ A>>Ax (3) 

ps ie Ais heabettaa ote % = ce hh or the electron is definitely located 

location. Ap (or Ax for the case of | where A is the wavelength associ- within ie ia much smaller than 
location) represents the impossibil- ated with the photon. Consider the —* Bra. 
ity of measuring the momentum of _ photon striking the electron. If the (Continued on page 26) 
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O° you will “a You 
pa only take know aN 

Y iy for an answet... oa 
wr “ - If that’s the kind of scientist or engineer ~~ = 

ye _ you want to be, then Jet Propulsion Laboratory ~~ 

- is your kind of place. 1) Here at the foot of the mountains ~~“ 
7 in Pasadena, California, JPL people are designing the spacecraft ~~ 

_- that will land instruments on the Moon and planets. 0 They’re using 
v down-to-earth investigations for their probe into space. They want to know 

what the Moon is made of. If there’s life on other planets. They have to know. They 

will know. (1 If you'll only take know for an answer, then discover the many disciplines 

involved in other-world exploration. Write today for your copy of “Missions Into Space/Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory”. (1 All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment 
without regard to race, creed or national origin/U.S. citizenship or current security clearance required. 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY : 
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California } 

i Operated by California Institute of Technology for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
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Moon crawler. Early next year, if every- sensitive than a man’s, and will trans- can withstand the high temperatures 
thing goes according to plan, this mit to earth direct information on what that occur in flight? Engineers will 
spiderlike object — the “Surveyor”— is the moon looks like and what it is made most likely find the answer in Nickel- 
expected to land on the moon’s surface, of. What metal will this machine need containing alloys. They offer tremen- 
look at it, feel it, and bite into it. It will to survive the moon’s extreme cold dous resistance to crippling super-cold, 
have electronic sight and touch more without getting brittle? What metal stand up in blazing heat. 

————————— 

How Inco Nickel helps engineers make new designs possible and practical 
is 

= aaa Y ela. — _- | Whatever his area of exploration, 
Pe, r - <n UU ess today’s engineer knows that Nickel- es : a = c 7 ae ain Bi. onesies a : ee al - containing metals can make many 

O°" ageless, 2 ee erg” a {new designs perform better. For com- 
ee s LL, f ¥__—_— pilex components of a moon surveyor, a oe ee, i t e < l : E 

aN SS ae . LiFe . po or the decorative plating of a gyro- 

a A thom JZ -____ scopic car, Nickel, or one of its alloys, 
ON ee ee ee wat yt meets the demands of a wide range 

ee Be ' a \ =e. =O ids,_—sof': service conditions—makes an ex- 

ao 4 a | aBee ———\\, eS Se cellent choice for products we use to- 
aoe ane —— _ 5 day, and for tomorrow’s new designs. 

Gyron—dream car that drives itself. A | Hydrofoil ship—a new concept in sea- . 
gyroscope would stabilize this two- going design. Now under development, You'll find Inco’s List “A” helpful 
wheeled vehicle of the future, which en- such vessels are planned to travel 100 and informative. It has descriptions 
visions automatic speed and steering m.p.h., skim over the tops of waves like of 200 publications, covering applica- 
control. A computer would let you “pro- flying fish—lifted aloft by a set of un- tions and properties of Nickel and its 
gram” trips on a non-stop highway. For _derwater foils, or wings. The metal for alloys. Write: Educational Services 
lasting beauty, trim areas would be _ these all-important wings? Good bet is . . ? 
coated with Nickel-Chrome plating, the a nickel alloy for strength, resistance The International Nickel Company, Inc. 
bright, corrosion-resistant finish. to corrosion and cavitation erosion. 67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y. 

we, INTERNATIONAL NICKEL 
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) 
—producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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—Boeing Airplane Company Photo 

Depicted in this artist’s concept are large Earth-orbiting plastic balloons inside of which would be constructed the general- 
purpose space capsule to be used on the first, third, sixth, seventh and eighth missions of the Boeing Company’s PARSECS pro- 
gram, or Program for Astronomical Research and Scientific Experiments Concerning Space. The balloons would contain con- 

trolled atmosphere, enabling technicians inside to work without wearing space suits. Atmosphere leaks caused by meteorite 
punctures would be indicated by the release of colored gases. Such a leak is shown being patched by one man outside and 
one inside the balloon. 

by William H. Gust 

Magnetic Measurements in Space exact nature of the earth’s field can nomena also cause some variations 
only be postulated. in the magnetic field. The recent 

T IS generally agreed that the For several reasons it is very dif- discovery of the Van Allen radia- 
earth is comparable to a bar ficult to make an accurate map of tion belts has led to postulations of 
magnet with poles located in the earth’s magnetic field. There is currents that could cause magnetic 

the Arctic and Antarctic regions. superimposed on the main mag- variations at the surface of the 
While the knowledge of the exist- netic field a daily variation which earth. The true description of the 
ence of such a magnetic field is one is believed to be caused by elec- earth’s magnetic field is often 
of the oldest physical phenomena tric currents in the ionosphere. masked by the geological irregular- 
known to mankind, the origin and Magnetic storms and sunspot phe- ities in the earth’s crust. 
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Time correlated magnetic meas- atmosphere have established the tected. The detection and logic cir- 
urements in space and at the earth’s _ presence in space of small grains of _cuitry is similar for the high and 
surface are needed to establish an matter ranging in size from a few — low momentum channels. 
understanding of phenomena, and grams down to 10° grams. The re- The detection system was cali- 
to accurately determine the sults of many measurements have brated by dropping small glass 
strength and direction of the earth’s indicated that the density of these spheres onto the diaphragm and 
magnetic field. Perhaps full under- grains in space is inversely propor- noting the modulation of the SCO. 
standing will come only with meas- tional to their mass. Such minute — The mass and velocity of the glass 
urements of the lunar field and particles provide insufficient ioniza- spheres was determined and there- 
other planets’ magnetic fields. tion in the atmosphere to be stud- fore the momentum was defined. 
Measurements are now possible ied by radio or optical means from The threshold level of the system 
based upon the satellite as a re- earth stations. Therefore, direct (below which there is no notice- 
search vehicle. space measurements must be taken able detection) was found, and 

The search coi] magnetometer is to establish the momentum and therefore the minimum detectable 
used to detect and measure the density spectra of these dust parti- | momentum level was determined. 
magnetic field intensity. The mag- cles. The relatively low density of By direct observation of the SCO 
netometer consists of a core wound the micrometeorite population re- modulation, the momentum spectra 
with 5000 turns of No. 40 copper quires a long sampling time in can be analyzed. 
wire. The coil is mounted so that if order to make statistically reliable 
the vehicle rotates at two revolu- conclusions concerning the inter- Radiation Field Intensity 
tions per second, a cyclical change planetary medium. It is desired to 
of flux occurs in the coil which — obtain information on the spatial The hazards of manned space 
gives rise to a two cps amplitude and temporal distribution of micro. ‘lights are quite numerous. How- 
modulated voltage in the coil. The _ meteorites in both the high andlow © the problem of providing a 
output of the coil is coupled to a — momentum levels. This information | ™22 in space with surroundings 
transistorized amplifier tuned to will indicate whether the particles Similar to those encountered on 
the nominal spin rate of the vehi- in each momentum range are uni- earth (correct air composition, 
cle. In a uniform and time invari- _ formly distributed or whether they _ temperature etc.) can be ONETCOME. 
ant field, the magnitude of this occur in localized regions of space. One potential hazard from which 
voltage is proportional to the field Also, the information will help to | an cannot be effectively protected 
component perpendicular to the determine whether or not fluctua- 8 radiation. Initial space probes 
spin axis of the vehicle. With tions in the density of particles are have indicated a belt of high en- 
knowledge of the spin rate of the correlated with the occurrence of  @t8Y radiation surrounding the 
vehicle and the orientation of the meteoric showers as observed on _ €2tth. Since severe biological dam- 
axis of spin, the magnitude and di- the earth. age to man or any living organism 
rection of the magnetic field can be The detection system which has could result from exposure {9 a 
determined. The search coil mag- been successfully used for the Pio- Tadistion Bele, tata. 18 needert to 
netometer has a sensitivity of 10°” _neer series space probes consists of coraming the levels ‘ a tie Aton, 
webers/meter? for a steady field or a diaphragm and a microphone Once the types and intensities of 
20x10" webers/meter* for a vary- pickup, three stages of amplifica- radiation prevalent in space are as- 

ing field. tion, detection and logical circui- vertained, wt will be possible i Once the detection system has try, This system separates the mi- study the biological effects of most 
been built, it must be calibrated on crometeorite flux into high and low of these radiations in earth labora- 
earth for use in a space environ- sensitivity channels according to tories. The sensor used _Measures 

ment. The calibration of the mag- the momentum level. A_ particle the total energy loss within a given 
netometer is accomplished by de- striking the diaphragm will trans- volume, this being the closest ap- termining the relationship between fer its. entire. momentum (mass proximation to measuring the bio- 
a known ambient magnetic field times velocity) inelastically to the logical effect of penetrating a 
and the coil open circuit voltage. diaphragm, and the 100kc/s com- Hon in a non-biological experiment, 
Then the difference in the sub- ponent of the resulting impulse is The expenment wall determine the 
carrier oscillator (SCO) is noted picked up by a microphone con- relative Sent ie of the sitters 
by applying 2cps voltages of dif- taining a piezoelectric crystal which ent species at Bipes i Particles anc ferent peak to peak values to the rings at this frequency. ‘The pulse will indicate their distribution. 
coil. Then, since the relation be- is then amplified and the resulting The sensor used is called an Ion 
tween the open circuit voltage and envelope modulation is detected. Chamber. The ion chamber has a 

a known magnetic field is defined, After detection, the pulse triggers movable vane suspended by a sil- | 
the relation between the trans- a Schmitt trigger circuit, causes a wer’ plated quartz fiber. The capac- 
mitted oscillator frequency and the change of state in a flip-flop circuit tance between the electrode pairs 
magnetic field is fully defined. Thus and charges a step counter which is a maximum when the vane is 
the calibration of the search coil will modulate the SCO. High mo- fully meshed with the electrode 

magnetometer is completed. mentum particles will be detected — P&lS- If the vane is electrically 
after only two stages of amplifica- charged and ionizing radiation en- 

Micrometeorite Impact Rate tion, whereas the low momentum ters the chamber, the vane looses 

Visual and radio observations of signal needs the extra stage of am- — S°™® of its charge and turns out 
sporadic meteor trails in the earth’s plification before it can be de- (Continued on page 26) 
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“ve been an engineer with Texaco for over three years now. Hard work? You bet! But it’s 

a challenge—and interesting work, too. As a member of a team assigned to a special project, 

I’m learning every day, and feel that I’m really contributing. I’ve found Texaco a good company 

to be with—a leader in the industry.” Build a rewarding career for yourself with Texaco. There are 

excellent opportunities for young men with any of a wide variety of engineering or science degrees. 

Contact your placement office or write Mr. J. C. Kiersted, Texaco Inc., 185 East 42nd (Fexacd 

Street, New York 17, N. Y. Your inquiry will receive prompt and careful consideration. yK 

Qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color or national origin. p ’ 
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SD SET TS EST SS SSS STS, 

A MESSAGE FROM KEARFOTT TO DOCTORAL CANDIDATES WHO WILL BE 

RECEIVING THEIR DOCTORATES FOR STUDIES EITHER IN ENGINEERING OR 

SCIENCE DISCIPLINES WITHIN THE NEXT FEW YEARS, 

Under the Direction of i a | 

Dr. Robert C. Langford f a | | 

Your interest is enlisted in a new scientific community entirely ain . 
concerned with scientific and technical investigations ; totally Peat er Gente, tee inte 
divorced from administrative or development duties. Kearfott after 18 years as R&D Direc- 

tor in a major electronics corporation. 
i i i He was graduated with a Doctorate as Studies will be related as closely as possible to urgent needs of Ee ea rte the Uae 

government agencies, determined through personal consultation versity of London. He is senior mem- 
with their representatives. Particular (but not exclusive) Anlerbak duclee soisthond arate 
emphasis will be placed on problems bearing on navigation, ber of the American Rocket Society. 

: f rat h d d An author of technical articles and 
guidance and control of upper atmosphere, space and un ersea lecturer, he has also been a member 

vehicles, areas where Kearfott has long held a leadership position of a U.S. Government committee an- 
.. alyzing Russian accomplishments in 
in the development of systems and components. the electronic and solid state fields. 

Recent doctoral candidates are sought who are interested in 
pursuing research programs under the technical guidance of 
eminent scientists in the following areas: 

Oceanography — to investigate natural phenomena, in Guidance & Navigation—terrestrial and celestial — 
order to arrive at a more perfect understanding of the to develop a broader comprehension of the needs of 

effect of earth sciences on systems required by govern- future systems. 

ment. (A vessel will be provided.) . 

8 x Physics — specialists in modern materials research per- 
Radiation Sciences —to increase understanding of taining to solid state, fluid, magnetic and dielectric 
plasmas, wave propagation; to fully explore energy con- materials. 

version, infrared technologies. . 
. Chemistry — to develop and extend range and applica- 

Astrospace Environments — to study natural phenom- tion of organic materials. Activity will be in both ma- 
ena in order to provide a more perfect understanding of terials and processes. 

environmental boundaries of space systems. 

. : Metallurgy—to serve as authority on metallurgical 
Hydraulics & Pneumatics — to provide a fuller under- properties of modern materials — function-wear, defect 
standing of fluid technology in dynamic systems. propagation and anelasticity. 

> Please write Dr. Langford KEARFEOTT DIVISION 
at length about your inter- ; 

ests and past work. Copies of GENERAL PRECISION, INC. 
thesis or papers will be ap- Ss 
preciated —and returned, if * 1150 McBride Ave. « Little Falls, New Jersey 

desired. 
i An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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by D. K. Kussow 

ECENTLY a new type of ath- BASIC DESCRIPTION OF NEW as good construction companies are 
letic running track has ap- ASPHALT TRACK very familiar with them. 
peared on the market. It has With the production of the new Athletic running tracks have al- 

a resilient surface made of an as- asphalt surfacing materials has | ways been made of cinders and the 
phalt composition. The University come new techniques for their ap- approaches of cinders or clay. Dif- 
of Wisconsin completed construc- plication in the construction of ath. _ fering radically in both appearance 
tion of such an asphalt running etic running tracks. Much of the and structure is the new asphalt 
track a year and a half ago. It was procedure is the same as the as- running track. It is made largely of 
the second of its type in the world phalting of tennis courts, school two new surfacing materials— 

and the first in a northern climate. playgrounds, etc. The grading, con- _ Grasstex and SAF-PLA—both of 
They have had absolutely no frost struction of forms, and laying of which are layed on top of the pre- 

problem and according to Thomas — sub-base and macadam base are viously mentioned bases. 
Bennett, assistant track coach, “it done according to normal con- Grasstex has a fibrous asphalt 
has proven satisfactory from every struction procedures. Very little composition. Because the company 
standpoint”. will be said about these processes, | that makes Grasstex does not di- 
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An aerial photograph of Wisconsin’s asphalt track. 
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vulge its constituents, a good as- This spike is discussed in the ap- use and in excellent shape. No 
sumption would be that it contains _ pendix. lengthy periods of time are needed 
a fibrous hemp impregnated with Compeiition for the track to reach top condi- 
an asphalt. This composition makes . P . tion. The completion of construc- 
for a very resilient and durable sur- The most interesting advantages tion assures an excellent running 
face layer. As Grasstex is primarily o this nibs track to the athletes surface. : 
an asphalt c ‘ton. ; res. Who use it are its early use in the . apa common #7 aici ft con Matron 
plication as used in most asphalt tion. The track is ready for use as Possibly the biggest advantage 
work, It can be obtained from the 00. as it is free from snow. Since of the new track lies in its main- 
F. C. Feise Company. all lanes and the various start, fin- tenance. Very little is required. 
SAF-PLA is a pre-treated rubber ish, and hurdle lines are painted Where a cinder track needed a 

crumb, mixed with asphalt. It con- on, the entire track is ready the continual rechalking of lanes and 
ists of rubber pellets specially first day of practice. No time is lost _ starting and finishing lines, the new 
coated to prevent absorption of an Waiting for the surface to dry or — track needs none, as all of the 
asphalt binder, and therefore re- for the chalking of lanes, ete. Once __ lanes, etc. are painted directly on 
mains compacted and adherent to the track is ready for use, it re- the surface immediately following 
its base. This rubberized surfacing mains that way. Where a cinder construction. They are permanent. 

material is designed to eliminate track was unusable for days after | Between track meets, a cinder : 
injuries from falls. The application a hard rain, this new track isready track needs to be rolled as its sur- 
of SAF-PLA is a very new proced- for action only a few minutes after face became loose and chopped up. 
ure requiring methods dissimilar the heaviest rain. An asphalt track needs no atten- 

from those used in most asphalt Sure footing combined with good tion. The only attention that it 
work. Consequently, details of its traction on a level surface makes needs is after large holes are punc- 
application will be discussed. SAF- _ the new track extremely fast. What tured in the surface, as, for ex- 
PLA can be obtained from the U.S, __is even more important is the fact. ample, when starting blocks are 
Rubber Reclaiming Company. that it remains fast in all types of dropped or when a hurdle is 

The running track is built up weather. The all-weather surface knocked over, Such holes are easily 

over a compacted sub-base, de- provides the necessary consistency repaired with a fluid bituminous | 

pending upon climatical and _ soil to running conditions, so conducive material called “weather coating”. 

conditions. Requirements for this to better performance. To fill in holes, it is poured on the 
sub-base can be determined from Very important to the athlete is track, squeegee fashion, across the 

local state highway departments. the way in which his legs react to damaged area to permit filling. The 
The principle layers of the track the running surface. Because the entire track is surfaced with this 
that follow are: rubberized or fibrous asphalt com- weather coating” upon completion 

1. a 6 inch asphalt penetration —_ Position provides a very resilient of construction. 
macadaim base running surface, it is easy on the 

2. a ¥4 inch stone filled asphalt legs. The very definite “give” to the GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
sheet leveling surface track prevents the soreness to the PROCEDURE 

3. Vy inch GRASSTEX legs and feet so often present in ; 
4. inch SAF-PLA hard cinder tracks. Asphalt running tracks follow a 

construction procedure similar to 
When completed, the hard-sur- Construction all asphalt work involving play- 

face asphalt track has the appear- Cinder and clay running tracks grounds, tennis courts, etc. The 
ance of a smooth asphalt road. A always had undesirable construc- only variations of the work occurs 
first impression is that it is just as tion characteristics. Their accept- during application of the new sur- 
hard, but softness or spring canbe ance has been through necessity. facing material, SAF-PLA. 

felt by pressing down on the sur- Clay and cinders are difficult to Sub-B. 
face with the thumb. A definite obtain and expensive to process. . upcwase 
give” can be felt. Even more difficult is the construc- 4 oe ee area pou be x 

‘ 5 p - trac akes rained and thoroughly compacted 
ADVANTAGES ton of A ees me a —all roots, sod, mulch, etc. re- 

When this new surfacing was in- _ needs plenty of time to settle and moved. New fills should be allowed 
troduced several years ago, it im- form a compacted running surface. © settle. As has been stated be- 
mediately placed the cinder track — This often takes a couple of years fore, the compacted sub-base of 
in secondary importance. This new of time and hard work. The new any, track depends on climatical 
track is so superior in every way to asphalt track eliminates all this. and soil conditions, which most 
the old cinder type that no com- The constituents of this new track local state highway departments 
parative disadvantages can be are easy to obtain. Their cost com- will be happy to determine. 
found. Its advantages are numer- __ pares favorably with those of a top Wooden Forms 
ous. These advantages lie in com- — quality cinder track. Of even . 
petition, construction, and mainte- greater value is the short time it The construction of wooden 
nance. The only consideration nec- _ takes to build a good, fast asphalt forms follows the usual procedure. 
essitated by this new track is a new track. As soon as the construction However, a word of caution can be 
track spike for competition shoes. is finished, the track is ready for (Continued on page 26) 
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Architect and Consulting Engineer: J. & G. Daverman Co., General Contractor: Beckering Construction Co., 
Heating, Air Conditioning Contractors: Holwerda-Huizinga Co. and Vander Wall-Troske Co. 
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STEHLCASH, INC. ...a Synthesis of New Ideas 

But for control of piping systems... . = Vey | 
time-proved JENKINS VALVES were specified (ae ee ume 

Widely noted for its imaginative styling of office furniture, : _ 4 A ge f 
Steelcase, Inc. required that its new quarter-mile long home be "| a BL hua 
the epitome of newness and originality. a ‘pee eae 

Architects and builders answered with many interesting design 4 a : . 
features. Typical are: Factory windows set above twelve-foot walls F Ul ll 
to gain flexibility in placement of equipment. Large bays with P= i eaetholiy 
masonry walls that reduce use of structural steel. Composite steel Fo 9 * a . * ec wil 
frame and concrete slab floors, usually associated with bridges. | sie dt Lg : 

Perhaps only one “old” idea was followed in building this ultra- | & 2 | [| oe 
modern million-plus square foot facility. In choosing valves to con- = 35 (eee ae u 
trol the piping systems, everyone involved asked for JENKINS tee oe a 
VALVES. They wanted the time-proved dependability, long-life a beh wen 4 
and low-cost service that the specification “Jenkins” always , ae. ae 
assures. Almost a thousand Jenkins Valves are used 

EXPERIENCED building men and plant engineers commonly ean Steam, air and alr condi- 
call for Jenkins Valves. Experience shows they cost less to use 4 
-.. but no more to buy than any good valves. For information or ! 
assistance with valve problems call in your local Jenkins Distrib- | J E N KI N S \ 
utor. Or write JENKINS BROS., 100 Park Ave., New York 17. MOST TRUSTED. TRADEMARK INTHE VALVE WORLD . 

VALVES 
Available from Leading Distributors Everywhere | _ ae ‘i cd 
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That plastic sheet is a scant 5/8” winding 500 miles of glass fiber career opportunities with Olin. 

thick. But it’ll stop a bullet in its around athin steel liner (now bagging Research gets a healthy budget and 

tracks. Splaaaat. its share of game around the world). research people, a healthy climate. 

Our model is actually one of the Like developing more powerful Most of our research facilities are 

inventors, John J. Aclin. He knows liquid missile fuels (will Olin’s hydra- consolidated in the new Olin 

it’s infallibly bulletproof (but still zine get us to the moon?). Research Center in New Haven, 

finds the concept a bit hard to And getting back to Earth,achem- Conn. Where scientists, engineers 

believe). It does work. Really. And ical agent that arrests grass growth and technicians work with the men, 

the plastic scales in at 1/7 the weight (a long range project that lawn own- the equipment and the responsibili- 

of steel. ers are rooting for). ties that can bring them to full poten- 

In addition to our bullet-stopping Because we’re moving so rapidly, _ tial quickly. 

plastic, we’re working on quite afew — promising graduates enjoy unique For further information on career 

other “unbelievable” projects. a& ®@ opportunities, the man to contact 

Like converting common clay into is Charles M. Forbes, College 

alumina (already a laboratory reality, QD im Relations Officer, Olin Mathieson 

now in the pilot plant stage). Chemical Corporation, 460 Park 

Like a shotgun barrel made by “An Equal Opportunity Employer” Avenue, New York 22, New York. 

CHEMICALS « INTERNATIONAL + METALS - ORGANICS + PACKAGING + SQUIBB + WINCHESTER-WESTERN 
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“Engineering For Peace Power” was the theme of this Be a 4 
year’s show. The show was the biggest ever and drew over | : Poe ee Lie 

12,000 people which was a new record. a . ee L OC: . 

Friday was High School Day and the students also set a i f ) eel 7 —* - 

new record of attendance, with over 1,000 attending. J to ee, 4 
155 gp ke 8 

The Exposition got its start when the Lawyers lost their an on! omeyle 
spunk in the then annual brawls and egg-throwing to deter- . See, PN 
mine if St. Pat was an Engineer or a Lawyer. The Engineers ] = > . 

decided on a more profitable showing and the Exposition : a m 
was born. - u a — 

3 - f u 

The first Exposition was in 1939 and a second followed in 4 e hd yd" 

1940. With the start of WW II the Exposition was forgot- - oe e)” vt td 
ten and not brought back again until 1953. It was then set a p S \ bag? 

on a triennial basis and has been held every three years since. a ~ ey: , 

PICTURES 
THIS PAGE 

Mathew Myszewski is shown explaining how the Analog Computer simulates the mechanical sys- 
tem shown. 

NEXT PAGE 

1. The use of Polarized light to show stress concentrations on a plastic model subjected to vary- 

ing forces. 

2. Magic Tap. Water flowing from the tap with no visible means of being connected to a source. 

How does it work? 

3. These two girls are frying hot-dogs in a pan with ice about the edge, not shown is the coil be- 

low it. The exhibit was called “Demonstration of Magnetic phenomenon and its uses in heat- 

ing”, by Triangle Fraternity. 

4. Linear Motor Powered Monorail by James Mavrogenis and Dennis Krueger. The model monorail 

is run by a motor which is part in the moving model and part in the track. 

Shown in the background is the T.V. camera and cameraman sponsored by the U. of Wis. 

T.V. Laboratory. Persons viewing the Linear motor and T.V. Camera were on T.V. There was 

a large monitor set off to the right of the camera. 

5. “Leva-Car” by Ford Motor Co. Supported by a cushion of air, the Leva-Car is propelled along 

the track used to guide it vertically and horizontally. The propelling force is air released 

through jets at the rear of the car. 

6. Drying of a granular material with heat and air under pressure. Shown here removing the mois- 
ture from table salt by the warm, dry air flowing upward through the material. 
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SPACE FREEZER tained inside the refrigerator. In a working Manufacturing. The small 
Brig. Ceneral Don. Flickinger conventional refrigerator, under missile would be installed in a 

Air weaned h and Develo sat the zero gravity conditions of orbi- large missile to shoot down enemy 
C : 1 \ ne 2 OVE OPME ; tal flight, the food would float anti-missile missiles. 
oe (ARDC) ‘Surgeon ane around in the space inside the food 

Assistant for Bio Astronautics, an- tOTHE © arteHts 
nounced the successful completion $ “The new space refriger ator was SPOT-CHECK ROULETTE 

: eae tlm amaimme . 2w space refrigerator was : 
of the | fest of 2 equipment The developed at the Westinghouse By placing white and black mar- 
must rave to ee 7 spate. ma new products laboratories under bles in a gum-dispensing machine, 
test Re ad ce oe at ABDI “* sponsorship of ARDC, USAF, by a 2 Houston, Tex., plant is leaving it 

es : — eS team of engineers under the direc- up to chance to pick cars that will 
( we — 7 Ol, ene tion of J. D. Meess and in coopera- be spot-checked at closing time, 
oratory, eAyeOn 0 10: tion with Dr. Robert Hayes, Factory, McGraw-Hill publication, 

Mr. Witting described the ther- WADD engineer in charge of the states. As a car approaches the 

moelectric space refrigerator as in-flight feeding equipment aboard gate, a guard works the gum lever, 
composed of two main sections—a the ARDC test capsule. The ther- if a black marble comes out, the 

chill area operating at 40 degrees moelecttic element? were fabi- car is checked; if white comes up, 
Fahrenheit and a larger freezer Gated at the Westinghouse _ the car is waved on. 

aree operating at Zero degrees semiconductor department, Young- 
Fahrenheit. The freezer is divided wood, Pa A PRIZE FOR WHEELCHAIR 
into eight compartments each of a 
which has nine small sub- WHAT'S IN A NAME? A prize of $5,000 is being offered 
compartments for food storage. , for the invention of a wheelchair 
Each compartment stores one day’s Soon after missiles were devel- that allows handicapped persons to 
food supply, with the eighth acting oped, an anti-missile missile was get around industrial plants and 
as a spare, Like the freezer, the produced to ward off enemy pro- climb stairs unaided, reports Prod- L E Y P I 
chill area is divided into 24 small jectiles. Now, the U. S. is planning uct Engineering. The prize was 
sub-compartments. This design per- an anti-anti-missile missile missile, donated by a private citizen but 
mits the food to be closely con- reveals American Machinist/Metal- the contest itself is sponsored by y P' ) 
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the President’s Committee on the of the components. Each X can be sign is posted outside the computer 
Employment of the Physically further split into additional com- room of the Los Alamos national 
Handicapped and the National In- ponents. This splitting can go on _ laboratory’s accounting office: 
ventors Council. until the ultimate components are “Aa . . " u I : Achtung! Alles Lookenspeepers. 

The high frequency transistor reached; these are (a) a refracting — yag computenmachine is nicht fur 
was developed at Bell Laboratories surface with which is associated a gefingerpoken and mittengraben 
by R. E. Davis, C. A. Bittmann, “refraction matrix Xx”, and (b) the Jy easy schnappen der springen- 
and R. J. Gnaedinger. The work space between two refracting sur- ark blowenfusen, und poppen- 
was supported in part by the U.S. faces with which is associated @ — coxken mit spittzensparken, Ist 
Army ae Research and Devel: transfer anata Xr". _ nicht fur gewerken by das dumm- 
opment Laboratories under Con- Most optical systems consist of  kopfen. Das rubbernecken. sight- 
tract No. DA 36-039 SC64618. The spherical surfaces separated by ho- _ seeren keepen hands in das pockets 
apne circuits were developed mogeneous isotropic media (glass | —relaxen and watch das blinken- 
by V. R. Saari, R. J. Kirkpatrick in and air). In this case X; depends lights.” 
conjunction also with Messrs. Bitt- on two parameters, the distance be- 
mann and Davis. tween two successive surfaces and ———— 

the index of refraction of the 
LENS DESIGN PROBLEMS SOLVED medium between them, and Xx 

BY MATRIX ALGEBRA depends on the curvature of the Sol was startled one morning to 
The National Bureau of Stand- surface and the index of refraction hear his son say he was being con- 

ards has developed under the spon- of the two media on either side verted to Christianity. He rushed 

sorship of the U. S. Air Force an of the surface. Thus the X matrix over to his friend Isaac’s house to improved method that employs describing the total monochromatic ask for advice. “Isaac! he cried. 

matrix algebra in designing optical geometric aberration of an optical Vot can I do? My son is turning 
lenses.t In this method, devised by system, ‘can be fepresentéd by a Christian. 
O. N. Stavroudis of the Bureau’s peodhat Wt Ag, acl Ay, RIESE “Funny you should say that,” . . The . * . > optical instruments laboratory, a Chis principle can be used to set Jeane replied. “My son too is turn- 
system of partial differential equa- up a matrix equation whose solu- ing Christian!” 
tions defining optical image forma- __ tion is the design of a lens meeting . 
tion is written in the form of 4-by-4 certain prescribed requirements. Greatly agitated, the two ran 
matrices. The form of these Describing these requirements in over to Abraham’s. “Abraham!” 
matrices suggests a new method of terms of an X matrix and then set- _ they shouted. “Vot can ve do? Our 
designing lenses. ting it equal to a product of Xy- sons are turning Christian!” 

The greatest stumbling block to type and Xx-type matrices results “Funny you should say that,” 
the lens designer is the difficulty of | ™ the ee Such ansaid Abraham. “My son also has 
correlating the aberrations of an equation in 4-by-4 matrices is told me he is turning Christian.” 
optical system with such parame-  ¢uivalent to a system of 16 simul- . . ters as the curvatures, separations, taneous scalar equations. By assum- The three distraught fathers 

and. thicknesses of the lenses and ing rotational symmetry and by rushed et to see old Jacob. the indices of refraction, Thus the making use of the system of dif- ‘Jacob! . they howled. “Our sons 
design of a lens is ordinarily a trial- ferential equations mentioned are turning Christian!” 
and-error process, where values are above that apply to all optical sys- “Funny you should say that!” ex- assigned to the parameter: ; tems, the complexity of the equa- : a . Ssigne! " ae pare ve ers, ned tions of conditions may be reduced claimed Jacob. “My son has turned 
are traced, and the results are use . . Christian too!” 
to assign values representing the 
aberrations: They all ran in Mlespenation to 

In the improved method, the racecar the ee mabbil, they 
aberrations of a lens can be defined ine Chit i re Sons Se <All, turn: 
in such a way that their relation- ing Christians! 
ship to the parameters is explicit. “Funny you should say that!” re- 
Here the elements of the 4-by-4 Das Ist Verboten! marked the rabbi. “My son this 

matrix represent the total aberra- At a World War II navy center morning is also turning Christian.” 
sah of it optical cage nx ‘S for training radar operators, we | “Vot can ve do?” they asked. 
such a matrix, and the optical sys- once saw a wall—excuse us, a bulk- 6‘ . 
tem represented by X has two com- i . : calc . “Let us all go into the synagogue head—covered with dials, buttons avid ” th bbi c seled. S 
ponents, then X = X,X., where X, and switches that controlled a col. 20 Pray» the rabbi counseled. So and X, are the X matrices for each lection of bells, buzzers and lights they all vent into the AB SORNE _ a ad: ON a hh “ 1 = If and lifted their faces while the 

‘For further technical information, see 4 Sign read: HOW Rear Uist rabbi prayed, “Father, vot can 
Lens design: a new approach, by O. N. you must twist dials, push buttons ve do? Our sons are turning 
Stravroudis, J. Res. NBS 63B, No. 1, or pull switches, do it here. When Christian!” 
p. 31 (July-September 1959). Part of you get inside, keep your hands off , 
this work was performed at the Imperial the controls!” And from the heavens a great 
College of Science and Technology and dane. 4 di . darts * huad d, “F 
included in a thesis submitted to the Today, accor ing to the Insi ers voice Chungen’ a unny you 
University of London. Newsletter of Washington, this should say that. . .! 
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} BRAIN BUSTER 
by L. L. Chambers 

Every Sleer is just like every Rich Mr. Vanderford buys a bot- _ test, what are the chances that no 
other Sleer. Every Usagle is just tle of very old French brandy in a __ one passed. 
like every other Usagle. A Usagle liquor store. The price is $45.00. S 
is 20 per cent larger than a Sleer. | When the store owner hands him 

; the wrapped bottle, he asks Mr. 3. A young British nobleman was 

One Sleer_and one Us gle can Vanderford to do him a favor. He __ left a treasure map by his great 
combine to form something differ” ould like to have the old bottle uncle, who had been an explorer. 
ent, a Broch Gowd. However, back to put on dispaly in his win- It told of an island, on which there 
every Broch Gowd must be sur- dow. and he would be willing to _ Stand only two trees, an oak and a 
rounded with at least two Sleer pay for the empty bottle. “How hickory. The oak lies 400 yards due 
and one Usagle in order to exist. = ne asks Mr. Vanderford, east of the hickory. The map also 
These Sleers and Usagles can act “Well.” the stare ‘Benee anaes showed a gallows on the island. 
as surroundants for at most two “the fall bottle costs $45.00 and the The instructions were as follows: 

Broch Gowds. brandy costs $40.00 more than the “Begin at the gallows and walk to 

All Jellex contain Usagles. A empty bottle. Therefore, the empty the hickory tree; turn 90 degrees 
Jellex is smaller than a Wry Tibbit. _ bottle is . . .” “Five dollars,” inter- to the left; walk one-half the dis- 
Twenty-five Sleer can just fill a rupts Mr. Vanderford, who, having tage you walked from the gallows 
Wry Tibbit. If the contents of a made a lot of money, thinks he to the hickory and place a marker. 
Wry Tibbit are combined with the —_ knows his figures better than any- Start at the gallows again; walk to 
contents of a Jellex, what is the one else. “Sorry, sir, but you can’t the oak tree; turn 90 degrees to the 
maximum number of Broch Gowds figure,” says the liquor dealer and right; walk one-half the distance 
aw ‘the Gal migture? he was right. Why? you walked from the gallows to 

the oak and place a second marker. 

2 0 « se 8 The treasure is buried half-way be- 
An EE speaks the truth three out ~—_ tween the markers.” 

Suppose a passenger rocket — of four times, and ME, twice out The young man proceeded to the 
leaves Earth for Planet X every — of three, and a ChemE, once out island, which he easily found. The 
day at noon. At precisely the same __ out of nine times. The EE asks the two trees were standing as shown 
time a rocket leaves Planet X for | Chem E whether anyone passed on the map. However, the gallows 
Earth, Each trip lasts exactly 132 the last Physics quiz. Then the ME had long since rotted. The noble- 
hours (six days). How many says that the EE has affirmed that man dug holes all over the island 
rockets from Planet X will each the ChemE denies that everyone but could not find the treasure. 
rocket from Earth meet? Start flunked. Physics department rec- Had he been a Wisconsin Engi- 
counting from the instant before — ords show that an average of one _ neer, he should have been able to 
the Earth rocket takes off until the out of every 5 students pass Physics find the treasure using a little alge- 

instant after it lands on planet X. quizzes. If ten students took the bra and the complex plane. 
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so testin Some say we go overboard, the lengths 

9 000 we go to in testing Ford-built cars at 

oo “ . " . 
°C Hurricane Road''—our wind-and- 

oy ° weather lab in Dearborn, Michigan. 

Jt, One And for practical purposes—we do. 

°06 9 You might call it ‘testing in depth.” 

oO. Ford scientists and engineers have 

oo. tWwO devised a gigantic test tunnel that 

©. 000 creates monsoon rains and tornadic 

20 winds in a matter of minutes. Super 

Bs sun lamps boost temperatures from 20 

\ O80 W] below to 160 above zero. Fog and 

"Oe 9 drizzle, snow and sleet—all at the twist 
VE@ ; 

Nae oOQece of dials. Huge cylinders beneath test- 

2 OC) [| car wheels imitate every kind of road: 

®. . WU 0 from flat, smooth turnpike to rutted 

“Se eS mountain trail. 

Ot Out of it all comes knowledge of how to 
oe SS build better cars—cars that are built to 

0% @ last longer, require less care, and retain 

9© 0 . their value better. This constant aiming 

“Qe ° for perfection is just one more way in 
° . 5 * 

° ©) O which research and engineering are 

Qe O earning for Ford Motor Company its 

oO 4 place of leadership. 

° 
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Electromagnetic BIBLIOGRAPHY BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Radiation F. K. Richtmyer, E. H. Kennard, and T. is Electronics Magazine, vol. 33, no. 27, 

Poa ling e eet 5 July 1, 1980, pe: 58. 1. 33 4s 
Be ‘ YSICS, “Graw-. a 4. Electro) cS. agazine. le no. 40, 

(Continued from page 9) Te New. York, 1955, pp. 97.100, November 11, 1960, pp. 85.” 
= 193-195, 386-396. 3. IRE Transactions on Military Elec- 
For the two examples given on Louis De Broglie, Matter and Light— tronics vol. MIL-3, no. 4, October, 

pages (2) and (3), eqs. (2) and The New Physics, Dover, 1939, pp. 1959, pp. 129. 
(3) are easily seen to be satisfied. 103-190. 4: IRE Transactions on Space . Elec- 

For ordinary circuit problems the tronits and Telemetering, vol, SET-6, . no. 3, September 1960, pp. 122. 
electron can be represented as a Defining The Space 5. 1959 National Telemetering Confer- 
point with respect to the wave- Environment ence, pp. 232. 
length of the radiation, as illus- st ih a & . . (Continued from page 13) 
trated in fig. (1). This obviously Running Track 
satisfies the relation A>>Ax for of the space between the electrode 
wave behavior. For the Compton pairs. (This is because the air be- (Continued from page 17) 
effect the electron is effectively lo- tween the plates becomes ionized given. While frost may not get to 
cated inside the diameter of an and therefore loses its’ insulating the track itself, it can do some dam- 
atom. Since A for hard x-rays is properties ). A change of the vane age if all the wooden forms are not 
much smaller than the atomic di- position decreases the vane-elec- removed. If left in, they can do ameter, the relation A<<Ax is sat- trode capacitance and will increase serious damage in two ways. First, 
isfied for particle behavior. the frequency of the oscillator to since the track drains to the out- which the chamber is coupled. The side edge, even a slight raise on it 

Theories Used to Describe change of capacitance through vane would tend to: hold ‘water: on the 
Electromagnetic Radiation movement produces a frequency track, Second, they could possibly 

Eq. (2) describes the criterion increase ‘of AC+£ break the base of the track. 
for particle behavior of electromag- AF = Te Macadam Base 
netic radiation. However, the con- ae . a . 
cept of the photon as a particle | Where Cy Equals the total fre- _Using familiar construction tech- 
must not be interpreted too quency controlling capacitance, niques, a base, preferably of aS 
broadly, for there is a fundamental and where f, is the operating fre- phalt penetration macadam of ‘six 
difference between the photon and quency. inches thickness, 2 layed. On top 
a particle of mass. When described To summarize then, this method of this sa % inch leveling course 
mathematically, a photon behaves uses the ionization currents of the of hot-laid plant-mix such as stone- 
according to Bose-Einstein statis- ion chamber to vary the reactance filled asphalt sheet. A slope of 1 
tics, where a particle is assumed to of a frequency determining net- inch in 10 feet toward the outside 
have complete symmetry, Ordinary work of a high frequency oscillator. edge should be maintained for 
particles of mass obey Fermi-Dirac Then, in accordance with the signal drainage. 
statistics, where a particle has only strength, the reactance variation Grasstex 

half symmetry. Furthermore the — will produce a frequency modula- A tack coat of RC-2 is now ap- 
photon has a velocity equal to the _ tion impressed on the SCO. The op- __ plied prior to the laying of Grass- 
velocity of light, while a particle of | eration of the ion chamber requires tex. The Grasstex is then layed fol- 
matter is limited by relativity to a minimum leakage of the charge lowing procedures used in asphalt 
much lower velocities. To com- when not exposed to radiation. The — work and rolled to a thickness of 
pletely describe the behavior of the use of teflon or polyethylene for Y4 inch. Care must be taken to see 
photon as a particle, quantum me- suspension of the quartz fiber and that the surface is uniform through- 
chanics is required. the moving vane reduces the leak- _ out its area. 
When A is the same order of mag. age so that the frequency drift is 

nitude as Ax, electromagnetic radi- only a few cps per hour. This is an SAF-RLA 
ation possesses some of the charac- important factor since frequency The SAF-PLA rubberized sur- 
teristics of a particle and some of drift can be misconstrued to mean face is the final layer of the track. 
the characteristics of a wave. there is radiation entering the It is applied over the Grasstex com- 
Again, only quantum mechanics chamber and would lead to errone- _ position. Application should be by 
can be used to analyze the situa- ous results. a contractor. The vehicles used are 
tion. The calibration of this detection a small mortar or concrete mixer 
When eq. (3) is satisfied, how- scheme was accomplished by ob- to mix the treated rubber crumb 

ever, electromagnetic radiation be- taining graphs of current vs. SCO with cutback asphalt, a 3 to 5 ton 
haves exactly as predicted by Max- output at different temperatures. roller, wheelbarrows, rakes, and 
well’s wave theory, since for this Then the chamber was taken to the brooms. 
situation quantum mechanics. re- University of California where a The first step is the application 
duces to a statistical consideration Cobalt 60 bomb was used to irradi- of a tack coat (RC-2) to the base 
of the radiation. To the electrical ate the chamber with known doses surface. It must be uniformly 
engineer eq. (3) is extremely im- of radiation. The SCO output was spread by a squeegee or sprayed 
portant, since it defines the limts recorded and therefore, for a given over the base. 
within which he can apply Max- | SCO output, the radiation rate The mixing of the rubber crumb 
well’s theory. could be determined. with cutback asphalt comes next. 
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Only small mixes should be used at inch thickness, in 3 to 4 foot widths. being rolled, the SAF-PLA surface 
one time. A typical formula for a A concrete float can be used im- material should be broomed until 
four square yard area is: mediately after raking to eliminate it is well incorporated in the sur- 
SAF-PLA ......... 50 Ibs. ie, 1 bag surface irregularities. face. Dry rolls should be used. 
RC-2 ................ 3 US. gallons Following the application of the — Thorough rolling is extremely im- 
Solvent Mix (Stoddard) ... 3 U.S. pints §AF-PLA comes the first rolling. portant to obtain a firm, compact, 

Stoddard is the solvent used in The first rolling should be a single — weather-resistant surface. The seal 
making RC products. Stoddard pass using clean, wet rolls. Tight coat or “weather coating” is finally 
naphtha is preferred over gasoline turns and abrupt changes in direc- applied by brushing or spraying. 
because of its higher flash point tion should be avoided. The roller This completes the surface of the 
and better workability. It can be — must be power driven and weigh track. 
obtained at any asphalt supplier or from 1 to 5 tons. It should not be After 48 hours, boundary lanes 
refinery. The mixing time should be __ left standing on the area at any and all lines can be applied. 
held to 15-25 seconds and the time. Twenty-four hours after all neces- 
mixed material should not be al- Next comes the application of sary painting, the holes for start- 
lowed to stand. fine SAF-PLA. The material must ing blocks can be made, The start- 

The third step is the application be applied dry, brooming in uni- ing blocks are held in place by thin 
of a course mixture of SAF-PLA. It formly. It should be permitted to wall piping set 6 inches deep and 
should follow immediately after the set for at least one-half hour be- approximately 6 inches back from 
mixing period. The simplest and fore final rolling. the starting lines. The size of the 
easiest method is to use an ordin- Final rolling must be done very _ pipe depends on the pin size of the 
ary rake. Raking should be to a 14 thoroughly. While the surface is block. 

A Fad and a Sport 
by Jeff Baxter 

Platteville State College 

Wy abone, running, or jogging along to places miles remote seem to be | 
the latest fad of college students to get publicity for themselves and their 

schools, A University student walked from the Capitol to the Courthouse in 
Milwaukee. A Lakeland student jogged from Plymouth to Milwaukee. Both were 
successful in making the front page. 

However, college students aren’t the only ones who walk. There is a man in 
my home town, West Bend, Wis., whose college days were over 35 years ago, 
but who has been walking 25 to 65 miles many weekends for several years. He 
does not do it for publicity, for he likes to walk. His name is Bob Lauson and 
he has an office supply store in West Bend. It is his enjoyment and also a source 
of some pride to him that he is able to walk his age fifty-nine and even 
more miles. 

He has had some trouble at times trying to convince those on the highways 
that he prefers to walk instead of taking a ride. The traffic officers have been 
his chief hazard, For example the one who forbad him “to set foot on the pave- 
ment” in spite of the fact that he was half way to Milwaukee from West Bend 
and his shoes were developing holes. 

Then, there was the officer who regarded him suspiciously when he rested 
under a tree and who wouldn't believe him when he said he was walking from 
West Bend to Milwaukee for fun. 

At one time he had a hard time trying to convince a policeman that the 
stick with a knob on the end was not the weapon used in a club murder in 
Milwaukee the night before. 

But Bob is a philosopher and studies people and their reactions to his 
simple sport. When he sees a high hill in front of him he says to himself, “That 
is like a big job in life. Take it a step at a time and you will get there.” And 
soon he has reached the top. 

He had never had a reputation as an athlete in his younger days, but 
people like to see this rather slight middle aged man walking the highways 
around West Bend, bound for Appleton, Milwaukee, and surrounding towns 
during the weekends and singing or whistling some of his favorite tunes that 
were popular in the twenties when he was a University student. 
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Hy by Ronald Neder 

Three notices in a small rural “Well, son,” he replied, “it’s this attitude and the conflicting emo- 
newspaper tell their own story: way. If you walk into a bathroom __ tions, his wife, with her eyes glis- 

April 10th: “For sale: Practically to fix a pipe and a young lady is in tening, arose and slipped her arm 
new farm wench in excellent con- the tub, you close the door and say, around him. “A penny for your 
dition. Call 742-R2. Mr. A. Broder.” ‘Beg your pardon, sir” The ‘Beg thoughts,” she said in a tremulous 

April 15th: “Correction: Due to your pardon’ is politeness. The ‘sir’ _ voice. 
an unfortunate error, Mr. Broder’s | —that’s tact.” He blurted them out: “For the 
ad last week was not clear. He has oom of life of me, I don’t see how any- 
an excellent winch for sale. We Prof: “That’s five times this week body can make a crib like that for 
trust this will put an end to joke- that you failed to turn in your as- $3.49! 
sters’ calling Mr. Broder and . y . y “ 4 8 8 

5 : signments. Do you have any 
greatly upsetting his housekeeper, comment?” The dam burst, and the raging 

Mrs. Smith, who loves with him.” Bruce: “Yes, sir, 'm sure glad flood forced the townspeople to flee 
April 20th: “N O T I C E! My it’s Friday.” ae to the hills. 

w-i-n-c-h is not for sale. I put a se es As they gazed down sadly at 
sledge hammer to it. Don’t bother : _— their flooded homes they saw a 
calling 742-R2, as I have had the A bathing suit—like a barbed straw hat float gently downstream 

phone taken out. I am not carry- Wire fence—is designed to protect for about fifty feet. Then it 
ing on with my housekeeper, Mrs. the property without obstructing stopped, turned around, and 

Smith; she merely liv-e-s here. _ the view. plowed slowly upstream against the 
Signed A. Broder.” an rushing waters. After fifty feet, it 

oe 8 A sorority is a group of girls liv. | turned and moved downstream 
Mottoes ing in one house, with a single again. Then upstream again. 

Freshman Girl: “Mother knows purpose .. . to get more girls to “Say,” said one of the townsfolk, 

best.” live in one house, with a single “what makes that hat act so durn 
Sophomore Girl: “Death before purpose. funny?” 

dishonor.” "= F “Well, I ain’t sartin’ sure,” spoke 
Junior Girl: “Nothing ventured, What's the difference between a UP a youth, “but last night I heard 

nothing gained.” sewing machine and girl running — Grandpa swear—come hell or high 
Senior Girl: “Boys will be boys.” for a bus? water he was agonna mow the lawn 

oe 8 A sewing machine has only one _ today.” se 
Co-ed: “Where did you learn to bobbin. 

kiss like that?” se % A lovely coed named Loretta 

M. E.: “Siphoning gas.” An LE. was discovered by his | Loved wearing a very tight 

see wife one night standing over his sweater; 
The plumber was introducing his baby’s crib. Silently she watched Three reasons she had: 

new assistant to the niceties of the him. As he stood looking down at Keeping warm wasn’t bad 
trade. the sleeping infant, she saw in his But the other two reasons were 

“Above all,” he said, “you must face a mixture of emotions that she better. 
exercise politeness and tact.” had never seen before—rapture, & 8 

The assistant allowed as how he admiration, doubt, despair, ecstacy, A controversial figure is when 

understood about politeness but, — incredulity. Touched and wonder- youre not sure how much of a 
“what is tact?” ing alike at his unusual parental girl's shape came from a store. 
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Then there was the Army wife We point with pride to the pur- watching where she was going ran 
whose husband had been in the ity of the white space between our under the car. 
South Pacific for three years. She jokes. “Sweet thing,” said one of the 
started receiving letters from him e 8 # old maids, “she preferred death.” in which he told of the beautiful é = « 
South Sea Island belles, and of Patient (to beautiful nurse): 
their growing fascination for him. “Tm in love with you. I don’t want Engineers idea of economics: 

Worried at this, she went to her to get well.” Girls without principle draw con- 
physician for advice. “Well,” said Nurse: “You won't, The doctor _Siderable interest. 
the doctor, “There is a chemical saw you kissing me and he’s in © @ ¢ 
that can be introduced into a man’s Jove with me, too.” 
food to lessen his natural emotions. Then there was the wolf loung- 
Here’s a prescription; get some of 7-8 ing in a New York hotel lobby as 
this and put it into some cookies Among the chief worries of to. 2” attractive young lady passed 
or candy, then send it to him and aut re bo an by. When his standard come-on 7 : day’s business executive is the large A fe see what happens.” The wife got : ad eri .. brought only a frigid glance, he i len number of unemployed still on his ii the chemical and wishing to be cer- ayroll sarcasmed, “Pardon me, I thought 
tain, put a triple dose of it into P&T". you were my mother.” 
some cookies, which she sent to her * * #8 “I couldn’t be,” she replied “I’m 
husband. . married.” 

She didn’t get another letter from h A on boy ae as ei eo» «& 
him for seven months. When a let- Saab delt ved mill. Me: EOE TU 
ter finally arrived, she opened it ™&"_ Gelvered milk, One day a little mouse was 
hurriedly with trembling fingers. When he came out the boy ob- hurrying across a wheat field when 
The letter began: “Dear Friend _ served, “Mister, that horse will nev- suddenly it was scooped up by a 8 . y ped uy 
wee er get you home. big reaping machine; the poor little 

e 6 6 “And pray tell, why not?” mouse was tossed from side to side, 
“ ® The small boy explained, “He — and was finally thrown back on the 
Joshua, will you put down that just lost all his gasoline.” field. Another little mouse came 

blasted trumpet and fight like the oe upon his friend lying on the 
rest of us. ground, bruised and beaten, and 

a 8 # A ficld engineer, traveling be-  a8ked him what happened, “I’ve 
cD, ‘ tween locations, “boarded the — been reaped,” came the reply. 

St. Peter and God were playing sleeper and pulled back the cur- ee oe golf one day. St. Peter teed off and tains to his berth. He was ex- | 
hit a long drive straight down the tremely surprised to find two most “Your girl is spoiled, isn’t she?” fairway. God hit his into the rough; personable blondes ensconced “No, it’s just the perfume she’s 
all of a sudden a rabbit picked up there wearing.” 
the ball in his mouth and started 7 . oo oo : . After checking his ticket to see running toward the cup. ae | eo he said. “I ; 

An eagle appeared out of no- that he wasnt wrong, <n 2 Each morning an inmate of an 
where, picked up the rabbit with deeply regret this, ladies, but I am asylum borrowed three long books paeiee BP OY a married man...aman of respect —¢ he: library; returning the the ball still in his mouth, and : rom the library, returning them f j ww and standing in my community. I that same afternoon. One day the started to fly toward the cup. When i . s . > day 
I ; just about over the cup a couldn't afford to have any, breath librarian gave him the city tele- alt of lighennig eae him. knack of a scandal touch me. I’m sorry— phone directory. When he returned C i struc! > oK- i 6 eave,” a ie a f a ing him and the rabbit to the but one of you will have to leave. with it in the afternoon, the librar- 
ground, whereupon the ball fell 2 2 # ian exclaimed, “Don't tell me youve 
out of the rabbit’s mouth and rolled hi lesgirl finished that big book already.” | into the cup Texan rushing up to a salesgirl: I certainly have,” replied the in- 

: ‘ woos “Give me a girdle.” mate. “The plot was lousy, but After watching this improbable es 9» : . Salesgirl: “Playtex? man, what a cast... sequence of action, St. Peter turned ay ; . r 
to God and said, “Are you going Texas: “T — ae time. I'm a 8 @ 
to play golf or fool around?” double-parked outside. 

oo oH A drunk was sitting at a bar next 
e 8 @ to a man and his wife. Suddenly 

“Statistics are like a bikini bath- the drunk emitted a resounding 
Critic: “It strikes me as being an ing suit—what they reveal is inter- burp. 

impressive statue, yet isn’t that — esting, but what they conceal is “How dare you belch before my 
rather an odd posture for a general _ vital!” wife,” thundered the husband. 
to assume?” e 8 ¥ The drunk got off the bar stool 

Sculptor: “It isn’t my fault. I had somewhat unsteadily and, with a 
the job half done when the com- Two old maids were driving sweeping bow, said, “A thousand 
mittee decided they coudn’t afford along in the country when a hen pardons, sir. I didn’t realize it was 

; e general.” ursued by a rooster and not her turn.” a horse for the general. p ry 
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4 3 YES 
| Would you like to choose Would you welcome an early chance 

a i) co from a broad spectrum of openings? o to work on whole projects? 

4 

4 Do you give high priority Is choice of geographical location 
ST ho] to fewer steps to the top? important to you? 

A | | 
4 Do you tend to prefer Will employee benefits 

| a formal training program? strongly influence your decision? 

4 Can you handle the challenges Do you welcome 
| of early responsibility? individual attention by management? 

* <> 

_ Is job security one of your Is unlimited growth opportunity 
rf most important factors? an important prerequisite? 

| 
| 

Test yourself. Are you a small or large company man? 

If you answered “yes” to six or large company—formal training ects at an early stage in their 

more questions, it indicates that program, wide variety of job open- professional careers. 

you're strongly attracted by the ad- ings (16 plants in 8 states), plus the Right now, B&W has challenging 

vantages of both large and small security and benefits of a large, 95- job openings for both graduate and 

companies. If so, you might be espe- year-old organization. undergraduate engineers and scien- 

ciallyinterested in Babcock & Wilcox. BeW can also be considered a tists, including E.E., ChE. M.E., 

BeW is certainly a large and pro- small company. There are 149 larger Met. E., Cer.E., chemists, and physi- 
gressive company. Its 1961 sales, for industrial companies in the U.S. cists. Why not write for more infor- 

example, were more than $300 Growth opportunities are enor- mation? J. W. Andeen, The Babcock 

million. And every year, B&W in- mous. Yet only 57 bachelor-level & Wilcox Co., 161 East 42nd Street, 

vests many millions of dollars in re- students will be hired in 1962. This New York 17, New York. 
search and development. B&W can select group will be given an oppor- . 

offer you all the advantages of a tunity to work on important proj- Ba bcock & Wilcox 

TT | a ee ee
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Kodak beyond the snapshot... 
(random notes) 

Densitometry in Lilliput Faithful but flexible It projects slides! 

Photography is art, photography is We find the trick shown below helpful graphy P graphy SNE Hi | : 2 ° P 
amusement, and more and more photog- __in microscopic studies of profile sections 
raphy is a way of packing information along objects like knives. The casting . 

and electronic circuitry. The packing material is our Epolene C-/0 Polyethylene | 

calls for thinking very, very small about Resin. You pour it at only 100°C. Yet Le i 
hotography. at room temperature the little casting C~ = CP photography P 8 >. lig 

We cannot be blamed for feeling a little remembers” its shape so accurately that = oO 4 4 
wistful as we cheer photography’s prog- despite the twist of unpecling, profile a We a ; 
ress in Lilliput. A remarkably small details as small as 0.00009-in. radius Va iY: , 

number of dollars worth of Kopax are preserved in the sliced sections, ~ \ ¢ iW 

High-Resolution Plates and Kopax and miasurements are repeatable to << < jn A 
KPR Photo Resist are used up in pro- £ 0.00001”. Then, if overheating is = . Y 
ducing a remarkably large number of avoided, you can remelt and reuse the a <2. Lo 
solid-state microcircuits. resin for more castings. a 7 

Fear not for us. We'll make out. The man who came up with this trick 

Nowhere will you catch us claiming o One OUT payroll {o ward off trouble es 
that this “micro” business is as easy as from micro-organisms in making film Learned and scientific as we are, we 

fallin off'a laa TAdeeaRR a aeRO and paper. He is a microbiologist and _ have not lost interest in simple consumer 
of the relationship between ai logs of has never been asked to contribute to goods. 

: pone hi h tice in order t 
exposure and reciprocal transmittance seas the eeiies analdin trade 2 If you really want te know the truth, 

makes scarcely more than a good begin- Py P . . s - consumers are enjoying a simplicity kick 
ine ‘ ‘ ami Life can be devious instead of tedious. _ at present. We even suspect you of being ning toward controlling them on a micro Pp pect’) S 

scale. Here the frequency response of a the type yourself. Otherwise we wouldn’t 
photographic emulsion must be cascaded be advertising the Kopak RrapyMartic 

with the frequency response of the other 500 Slide Projector to you. 
components in the total picture-handling \\ = It doesn’t just scream “latest design !”” 

system. ra a a but quietly is. 

The game is widely believed to be ~ oI If you buy like that, you will pay less 
worth the candle. To shed light on what . > a eh than $70 for a 500-watt 2x2 projector, 

is really going on, one needs to be able Be SS complete with case and 4-inch lens, 

to measure density reliably over an area de while sacrificing neither optical perform- 

less than 2 micron wide, scanned in Ay ance nor ease of slide-changing nor 
synchronism with a recorder that re- a wo . ruggedness of construction. 

sponds logarithmically. = oe ee If you engineer like that, you will have 
Not only do we use such instruments, A _ VA Z a prosperous career with a manufactur- 

but we build them and sell them for 3 iis ok ing organization that values its reputation. 
money to others. This benefits science j Aaa 

and cheers us up. ” _ 
v f 

_ : r.! |, i ne py A Cig . 

_ ig > | a « | Tak?) aA. 

a | = . ame a GZ o oe / or 

ie ” i: . ae “ “_ y rr 

. 2 é | Berm, 
Sa vi 

GOOD PACKING NEEDS GOOD RESEARCH GOOD BUYS NEED GOOD ENGINEERING 

From edible lubricants to erasable copying 
films, plenty of lively careers to be made b , 
with Kodak in research, engineering, pro- - gC 
duction, marketing. Cc 

And whether you work for us or not, EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY LC 
photography in some form will probably Rochester 4, N.Y. fs 
have a part in your work as years go on. Goda — 
Now or later, feel free to ask for Kodak C == Frew 
literature or help on anything photographic. Price subject to change without notice. <o _—



An interview with General Electric's W. Scott Hill 
ine af a series... 

| ee —SC—té<“ NS ~Ss« Maanageer—Engineering Recruiting 

.« How to Make the Mos 

Ss ’ of Your First Five Years 

ce J MR. HILL has managerial responsibility for General Electric's college recruiting activities 
P for engineers, scientists, PhD’s and technicians for the engineering function of the 

! <) Company. Long active in technical personnel development within General Electric, he 

aN GliG Gervei as. vicd pretider? SF ihe: Enginael” Council’ for’ Professional Development, 
a8 board member of the Engineering Manpower Commission, director of the Engineering 
= Societies Personnel Service and as an officer or member of a variety of technical societies. 

Q. Mr. Hill, 've heard that my first plemented by a wide range of techni- Q. You mentioned professional so- 
five years in industry may be the most cal and nontechnical in-plant courses cieties. Do you feel there is any ad- 
critical of my career. Do you agree? conducted at the graduate level by vantage in joining early in your career? 
A. Definitely. It is during this stage recognized Company experts. A. Ido indeed. In fact, I would rec- 
that youll be sharpening your career Frequent personal appraisals and en- ommend you join a student chapter on 
objectives. broadening your knowledge couragement for participation in pro- your campus now if you haven’t already 
and experience, finding your place in fessional societies are still other ways done so. 
professional practice and developing in which G.E. assists professional em- Professional societies offer the young 
work and study habits that you may ployees to develop their full potential. engineer many opportunities to expand 
follow throughout your career, It’s a Q. What about training programs? his fund of knowledge through associa- 
period fraught with challenge and op- Just how valuable are they to the tion with leaders in his profession, 
portunity—and_ possible pitfalls. young engineer? to gain recognition in his field, and to 

Recognizing the importance of this A, Quite valuable, generally. But there make a real contribution to his profes- 
period, the Engineers’ Council for Pro- are exceptions. Many seniors and grad- sion. Because General Electric benefits 
fessional Development has published uate students, for example, already have directly, the Company often helps de- 
an excellent kit of material for young clearly defined career goals and profes- fray expenses incurred by professional 
engineers. It is titled “Your First 5 sional tutéfests and démonstrated abili- employees engaged in the activities of 
Years.” I would strongly recommend ties in a specific field. In such cases, these organizations. 
you obtain a copy.* direct placement in a specific position Q. Is there anything | can do now to 

Q. What can | do to make best use may be the better alter mane. better prepare myself for the transition 
gt thas leneortent years? ; | tot ae “romney a8 a from college campus to industry? 
A. First of all, be sure that the com- > n u tf ie GEE HAR UAB WRLTG 
pany you join provides ample opportun- valuable on-the-job experience in sev- A. ete ace many things, pools 
ity for professional development during eral fields while broadening your base i thé HOUTSE of ed Hey y POIs 
this critical phase of your career. of knowledge through related course But there Ws c aon ootente as ; 

Then, develop a planned, organized study. This kind of training enables fiiay be overlooking. I would suscost personal development — program—tai- you to bring your career objectives in- oe oe ae tan ul suBges 
lored to your own strengths, weaknesses to sharp focus and provides a solid whatever o fe ve nal you eb 

and aspirations—to make the most of foundation for your development, wheth- easier by the abiliee we ssaainunieare 
these opportunities. This, of course, er your interests tend toward speciali- “ " éleatively Leann 3 ‘sell youtselé 
calls for a critical self appraisal, and zation or management. This | is par- and uy ideas. Out bin & sSKIERGe at 
periodic reappraisals. You will find an ticularly true in a highly diversified Ceneval Elesivie—and sndace ede a 
extremely useful guide for this pur- company like General Electric where erg a Well-_andigates That. th “Tack 
pase in (le “River's Years’ kit Tjust young technical graduates are exposed Pek = ability cz be = f th e nae 

sationed: . to many facets of engineering and to 8 me amity can pe One o the major mentioned a variety of product areas shortcomings of young technical grad- 
Q. How does General Electric en- : . uates, 

courage self development during this Q. What types of training Programs 
period? gees your i Elesude offet: Mr. Hill? *The kit “Your First 5 Years,” pub- 
A. In many ways. Because we recog- » Genera Rechte conducts a num- lished by the Engineers’ Council for 
nize professional self-development as a ber of them. Those attracting the ma- Professional Development, normally 
never-ending process, we encourage jority of technical graduates are the sells i $2 00 Wh ie li . "don \ 
technical employees to continue their Engineering and Science, : Technical 1 fers h . oS OHA MTEL PHP- 
education not only during their early Marketing and_ Manufacturing ‘Train. Ply lasts, however, you may obtain a 

years but throughout their careers. ing Programs. Each includes on-the-job copy by simply wroting General We do this through a variety of pro- experience on full-time rotating assign- Electric Company, Section 699-04, 
grams and incentives. General Electrie’s ments supplemented by a formal study Schenectady, New York. 
Tuition Refund Program, for example, curriculum. (An equal opportunity employer.) 
provides up to 100% reimbursement for 
tuition and fees incurred for graduate Progress ls Ovr Most /mportant Product 
study. Another enables the selected 
graduate with proper qualifications to 
obtain a master’s degree, tuition free, E N E L 
while earning up to 75% of his full- 
time salary. These programs are sup-
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